Welcome to Travel Writing & Photography!

This intensive, seven days unit is open to anyone wishing to deepen their knowledge of travel writing and photography in an academically rigorous and journalistically stimulating environment. Travel Writing & Photography is a highly practical course that will teach you the skills needed to capitalize on the market for professional travel journalism. You will receive training in how to successfully research and write a travel feature, as well as produce photo essays of high quality. The unit also teaches you how to market your stories and pictures to editors, and how to build a business surrounding your journalistic skills online.

Live the Adventure Beyond the Classroom!

The geographic focus of the unit is Sarawak, East Malaysia. Students will live, study, write and photograph in this beautiful state in Borneo. The unit includes a total of three field trips during which students will practice their skills and be assessed on their work. Itineraries include guided trips to two National Parks (Lambir Hills and Niah), Tusan Beach, Longhouse as well as exclusive cultural, adventure and nature based excursions.

Learn from the Pros!

Curtin has partnered with Nikon School Malaysia for the delivery of this unit. As a result, students have the opportunity to learn from Nikon’s professional photography team, both in the classroom and in the field, along with access to a technical support team, demonstration lenses and other photographic equipment. Students who enrol for Travel Writing & Photography are also eligible for great discounts on Nikon camera bodies, lens kits and tripods too.

QUICK INFO

- **Duration**: 7-days. For intake start dates, please check our website.
- **Cost**: RM3,400 (excl. GST). Includes three field trips, all transfers and accommodation once in Miri. Some meals are catered while others are at student’s expense. Please check our website for more details. [http://flexiblestudy.curtin.edu.my/units/travel-writing-photography/](http://flexiblestudy.curtin.edu.my/units/travel-writing-photography/)
- **Prerequisites**: Open to anyone wishing to deepen their knowledge of creative travel writing and photography in an academically rigorous and stimulating environment. English Proficiency is required.